
Knapstein
SVEA-80

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant Knapstein

ontwerper Knapstein

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering LED

voltage geschiktheid 230 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 80

materiaal metaal

oppervlak nikkel

hoogteverstelling hoogte bepaalbaar

dimmen gebarencontrole

Wattage 68 W

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index >90

Lichtstroom in lm 6.922

Kleurtemperatuur in Kelvin 2.700 extra warm wit

luifel Dimensions ∅ 24 cm

bulb vervangen: bij de fabrikant / fabriek

totale hoogte 30 - 235 cm

Dimensions H 3,4 cm | Ø 80 cm

Omschrijving

The Knapstein SVEA-80 pendant lamp has a diameter of 80 cm. The ring-
shaped lamp emits its light simultaneously upwards and downwards. Its
uplight and downlight can be switched separately and infinitely dimmed via
gesture control. The sensor area for gesture control is located on the top and
bottom of the lamp. The light is switched on and off with a wiping hand
movement in the sensor area. In order for the lamp to be dimmed
continuously, the hand is held in the sensor area for a longer period of time.

The surface of the SVEA-80 pendant lamp is matt nickel-plated. The pendant
lamp by Knapstein is height-determinable in total height between 30 cm and
235 cm with the stop sleeves on the underside of the ceiling canopy. By
pushing in the stop sleeves, the cables can be pushed or pulled into the
desired position. The lamp is available with a diameter of 40 cm or 60 cm. The
series also includes the SVEA-L40 and the SVEA-L60 with infinitely variable
height adjustment by pulling or lifting the lamp. On request, the SVEA is also
available in other lengths or finishes.
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